Master Coach, Author, Speaker, Storyteller, Spiritual Master &
Energy Healer for almost 40 years. He weaves his mastery of the
most powerful personal development tools and spiritual
practices, and a practical, cultivated wisdom, into a totally
engaging live event. It feels like you’re being entertained when,
in fact, you are being transformed.
“It is a rare talent that can keep an audience absolutely
mesmerized while delivering teachings and insights that are
profound and life changing.
Do yourself a favor and have GP at your next event.”
- Jack Canfield The World’s #1 Success Coach, Author of
“Chicken Soup for the Soul” and “The Success Principles”

Nicknamed "The Irreverent Sage”, his mixture of humor and
insight take the audience on an amazing ride. He brilliantly
takes the most arcane and difficult life teachings and reduce
them to language that anyone can understand and apply.
Your group is guaranteed to walk
away transformed and armed with
tools and insights that will change
their spiritual and human lives
forever:
• A deep sense of what it means to be both
spiritual and human
• A clear seeing of the direct connection
between inner transformation and outer
experience
• A sweet awakening of innate, inner
resources, confidence and self
acceptance
• An unshakeable sense of purpose and
mission

“Spellbinding ~ Masterful ~Riveting
Profound ~ Moving ~ Transformational”
- Audience Comments

The Quest, the Journey & the End of Your World
The Ancient Story of Jumping Mouse

***Signature

Ta l k * * *

How does the deepest, permanent transformation come about?
Learn the answer to that question in GP’s signature talk. The
answer may surprise you but it will take you on a spiritual journey
to the very heart of inner transformation. It will literally make
you a new creature.

Look Closer

How You Perceive Everything IS Everything
You are NOT broken is the theme that runs through all of GP’s talks.
Using his own transformational story plus psychology, energetics and
neuroscience he takes the whole premise of personal development
and turns it upside down. Personal growth and transformation
become easy.

The Storyteller Mind

How We Create & Change the Inevitable
The latest findings in neuroscience and cognitive psychology take on
a whole new, practical meaning in the hands of Master Coach GP. We
all have a Storyteller Mind and learning how to use it completely
transforms the path of conscious evolution. This is the story of the
next stage of human evolution.

Tapping on the Buddha

Energy Healing for the Spiritual Path
The Buddha is the symbol of inner peace and wisdom. Energy healing
is the most effective modality there is. What happens if you put the
two of them together? Not only is GP a Meditation Master and an
expert on Buddhism and Christian Mysticism, he also is a recognized
master of the Emotional Freedom Technique. Relieve systems and
wake up to who you really are. How does it get any better than that?

“As masterful and engaging a speaker as
GP is, It pales in the face of the depth of
the message he delivers: the incredible
power of courage and the innate value we
all possess. Teacher? Actor? Storyteller?
Leader? Visionary?
Sage? GP is all
of the above.”
John Gray – NY
Times
#1
Bestselling
Author of “Men
Are From Mars,
Women Are
From Venus”

“GP Walsh is a master speaker who will
leave you spellbound. As I listened to his
compelling speech, I laughed, cried, and felt
transformed from insight after insight. He
offered me a deep journey
into my soul.”
Marci Shimoff – #1 NY
Ti m e s B e s t s e l l i n g
Author: Happy for No
Reason, Love For No
Reason, Chicken Soup
for the Woman’s Soul

“GP creates magic with his warm and powerful
presence, full of wisdom, spiritual awareness
and fun. As you listen you are changed. You
leave with an enlightened perspective. I
cannot recommend GP more
highly for any audience that
is seeking new ways of
seeing the world.”
Rick Foster - Co-author,
How We Choose to Be
H a p p y, C o r p o r a t e
consultant, Speaker

About GP
The son of a schizophrenic mother and an absent father, GP’s earliest memory is being
tied to his bed, to keep him from wandering. The years of abuse and emotional
deprivation were offset by a natural gift
for and love of truth as we'll as an
unquenchable curiosity about how
people really heal and awaken.
GP has spent a lifetime mastering those
techniques and processes that liberate
the mind and heart and bring healing to
individuals, families and organizations.
From Zen meditation to metaphysics, from Gestalt to inner child work, from nutrition to voice dialog, from stress
relief to living your life purpose and spiritual healing at the deepest level, culminated in his own creation, a
revolutionary approach called Inner Reconciliation.. At this level of mastery inner conflicts just seem to
disappear in his presence. GP is both a recognized Meditation Master and an Expert in EFT.

GP is the author of “The Tao of Allowing”, “Angels in the Basement”, “The Harmonious Human”, “Tapping on the
Buddha”, “Just Allow It”, and numerous other ebooks, meditations and audio/video programs.
He is the Founder of The MasterHEART Institute, an Ordained Minister in the Universal Brotherhood Movement, a
Member of the Association of Comprehensive Energy Psychology, the Evolutionary Business Council and was
personally invited to be a member of the prestigious Transformational Leadership Council by Jack Canfield,
the organization’s founder.

All the problems you have, indeed, all
the problems the world has, have a
common cause, “Inner Conflict.”
Remove that conflict with Inner
Reconciliation! ~ GP

To Book GP Contact:
Kai Cole
973-396-8415
Kai@KaiSociety.com
GPWalsh.com
MasterHeartInstitute.com
Facebook.com/GPWalshFB
Twitter.com/GPWalsh
LinkedIn.com/GregWalsh

